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 Mathematical description of electromechanical systems operation is powerful 

parameter to get high performance with practical implement of the systems. 

This paper describes a mathematical presentation for the behavior excitation 

system of synchronous generator based on the optimal values of the parameters. 

The study of the mathematical modeling for dynamics of excitation system 

required the knowledge for the effect of each parameter to get the typical 

values provided by the manufacturer implementing. The simulation of the final 

model which obtained was conducted on Matlab version 2019b. The final 

results of simulation for the mathematical model are satisfactory, and it 

proves the ability of independence this model as practical implement. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Synchronous generators defined as machines that do work of transferring energy from their 

mechanical to electrical forms. It represents the main element and the basic base for generating electric energy in 

most power systems, so it will have the most impact on the work of the system as a whole. This explains  

the interest in studying it clearly in most studies related to the power system [1-3]. Excitation systems can be 

seen as most interesting components of synchronous generators. It includes equipment, machines,  

and devices, which works to provide DC current to the generator coils in addition to another basic mission, 

which is to control the machine and protect the power system, as its dynamic operation is a strong and rapid 

appearance on the reliability as well as stability of the generator.Therefore, the excitation system must be 

designed carefully. If the simulation design is required to simulate the performance of the synchronous 

machine in case the power system is stable [4-7]. 

In synchronous generators, the mechanical energy of a prime mover is converted to electrical energy 

with a constant frequency and specified voltage. The expression synchronous is defined as the compatibility 

that occurs inside the air gap between the speed of the rotating magnetic field and the speed of the rotating 

part, these two parameters are what produce the internal voltage. Most of the electric power in the world  

is produced by synchronous generators [8-11]. As a motor, it differs with induction in generating torque.  

It works in synchronization with the speed of rotation field, the excitation current generates this field within 

air gap, which is the field winds current at rated power [12,13]. This paper present the mathematical analysis, 

model, and simulation of an excitation system. 
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The two main objects in this paper is to focusing on synchronous machine by one of its most 

important part called excitation system due to its importance in generation process, this is followed by 

preparing a simulation model for the machine, using a program concerned with modeling which is Matlab by 

its special part which is SimPowerSystems [2]. While the modeling process of synchronous generator 

excitation system, it must take into account the indeed performance of excitation equipment for both large 

and small disturbances if achieving of accurate simulation results are needed [3]. The base excitation system 

function is to control the current of the field of synchronous machine. The output voltage can be control by 

means of controlling of field winding current [4]. Because of the height of the field winding time constant,  

so it is required to forcing the field for quick control. When the operation of synchronous generators must be 

exactly simulated stability studies connected to power system, so there is a need to making such base systems 

like excitation modeled of more fairly [6]. The model must consider whole disturbances affects  

the performance of the synchronous generator. Any modeling type of any electrical machine like 

"synchronous generator" will begin by measurements made on actual model, that because it required for 

specifed of all main parameters related. 

The other chance is obtaining the parameters of a generator from the majnufacturer itself, or by 

specified own parameters if the primary model belong to generator is under construction [8].  

Hence, the model of generator can be achieved by employ of all mathemat formulas, which characterize  

the machine the scientific modeling method leads to reduce the research works which belongs to theory own 

values [10] and the results will be groups of generalizations related to several parts of actuality connected 

with specified rules. That is will all leads to lowering of complexity as a trying to make this actuality more 

comprehensible. The behavior of the original, which describes by Mathematical model, will be create as  

a result of all of the related investigation of the object of the research [11]. It should be provided with all base 

parameters belong to all behaviors which described by differential equations. It is conclude to say that  

the research associated with modeling include procedure of three steps: build of the model, the research in its 

attitude and its estimation [13]. The task relted simulation estimation can be accomplish by some steps 

which: determining the problem, mathematical model retrieve, create the program used in simulation, test  

the model of simulation, accomplishing simulation steps, estimation of results, return to the previous stage or 

"exit". On the other hand, all four models will be awarde with their own equations describing  

the mathematical model of the generator. The generator model can be forming from its own equivalent  

circuit [14]. That is an initiation point of formulation the base equations. The synchronous generators as 

indicate by its name, must drive on condition that there is a compatibility state between both the synchronous 

speed and frequency supplied [15]. Winding of stator always, three phase while the rotor winding usually 

carry D.C current [16]. 

 

 

2. EXCITATION SYSTEMS CLASSIFICATION 

The excitation system classified according to the power gain of excitation into three types [17,18]: 

 

2.1.  DC excitation systems 

The system provides the required field current applied to the rotating part coils of the synchronous 

machine directly by means of slip ring. The exciter may be driven either by the main shaft or detached driven 

motor of either separately-excited or self-excited. 

 

2.2.  AC excitation system 

The AC excitation system defined as a rectification system placed in a direct way on the major shaft 

of the machine. Exciter provides field winding with DC current by rectifying the ac current by means of 

controlled or non-controlled rectifiers. AC excitation type could be further divided into two types, which are: 

a. Rotor excitation system 

Here the system constructed from (AC exciter, stationary and rotating parts). A full wave thyristor bridge 

rectifier will perform the rectification of ac output from the exciter and feed alternator field winding via 

slip ring. 

b. Brushless excitation type 

Known as a system constructed with (rectifier, alternator, exciter and a permanent magnet alternator). The 

exciter will no needed for brushes or slip rings. The main shaft drives it directly when DC  

is directly feeding to generator winding field. This system was developed to reduce the impact of very 

high field current in case of large generators. 
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2.3.  Static excitation system(ST) 

This type characterized by the presence of a stationary state for all elements of the system, in these 

systems. The excitation current is obtained from the generator itself by means of slip rings, either by means 

of a three-phase step-down or by auxiliary windings. The main part of the transformer is connected to  

the generator conveyor. As for the secondary, it supplies the power to the rectifier in addition to supplies 

power to the controls and some equipment. In order for the generator to produce voltages, an excitation 

voltage is required, so an additional power source is required to existence current of the field for excite itself. 

An usual auxiliary power source is station batteries, used in the so-called field flashing. There are differences 

between the types of excitation systems, Table 1 illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of different 

excitation systems [18-22]. 

 

 

Table 1. Properties comparision of excitation systems [12] 

Parameter DC 
AC ST 

Stationary Brushless  

Excitation Transform supply Low Low Low Transform 

machine Length  Moderate Moderate Lengthy Shortened 

Response time low Moderate. Moderate speedy 
Parts needs maintenance Slip ring and commutator Slip ring .. Slip ring 

De-excitation Moderate Moderate Low Speedy 

 

 

3. MATHEMATIC MODEL FOR EXCITATION SYSTEMS 

Mathematic models (second, third, fifth, or seventh) order can be used for modeling of  

a synchronous generator. The most complex and accurate model that describe synchronous generators  

is called Seventh-order model [23]. This apply to analyse the dynamic behavior at case of normal conditions 

and case of fault conditions in a generator. The both DC and AC components in both stator and the rotor 

respectively were neglects when using the Fifth-order model. It is less complicated than the type of seventh 

order model so it is used, and it is applied a lot in the modeled of electrical power systems for the purpose  

of studying the transient stability in the steady state condition when writing the Kirchhoff Law of the electric 

grid [24,25]. Deviations in frequency, the high-order harmonics, and behavior of the damped coils neglected 

in Third-order model. Its properties like simplicity and good dynamic decryption make it much used in 

synthesis and analysis process in control systems. Second-order type model is the more simple model for 

synchronous generator, it illustrate just the dynamics behavior of a rotation part [26]. 

 

3.1.  Mathematicall describe of excitation system 

An exciter’s expressions is as follows: 

 

 

Combining generator (rectifier) linearized together to an exciter belong to DC load model, obtain: 

 

 

Expression of the base generator’s field winding, illustrates the DC of the exciter, as: 
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Here, it can be written the voltage equation of the main generator: 

 

 

Similarly, for currents 

 

 

Substitution (9), (10), and (11) obtain the expression of exciter load: 

 

 

The mathematic formula related to ṽed and ṽeq possible to expressing by eliminating ṽedc: 
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It can be obtain linear state-space can be represented by substitute formulas (14) and (15) by (1) and 

(2), and the resultant illustration form of a model possible to obtain by decrease order of the system by only  

one order. 

 

3.2.  The generator mathematil model 

In this work, it's using the mathematic model for the generator for the purpose of simulate the model 

of exciter which possible to obtain by made substitution the current of base generator’s field mentioned in 

(24), giving (13,14): 
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The mathematic description of load of generator’s will demonstrate by applying ῖload expression: 
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New formulation of ṽad and ṽaq by derive ῖadc as: 
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In expressions (32-33), ῖload should be considered as an input of system, which will be applied for 

substitution by armature voltages, such in formulas (27), (28) respectively. 

 

 

4. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE EXCITATION SYSTEM 

Matlab/Simulink Ver. 2019b used to perform the simulation. An excitation system here is a mini 

synchronous machine linked with the main alternator shaft oneself. As for the current rectifier, it is a bridge 

rotating and placed at the shaft of synchronous machine, cancelling dependence on slip rings in order to 

obtain a DC current to the field coils. The generator specifications (1500 rpm, 50 Hz, 2 MVA, 400 V) 

synchronous generator joint with a diesel motor as a prime mover (see Figure. 1). It can be considered that 

the voltage, which supplied to the rotor is a convenience voltage to covered the 100 A as a nominal field 

winding current (Ifn) which led to nominal field winding voltage which a value is 9.2837 V. Exciting thing is 

a synchronous machine (Premensioned model as No. 1) of 8.1 kVA, 400 V, 50 Hz, 1500 RPM. By means of 

400V/12V step-down transformer, an output voltage (400 V) refer to exciter which supplied to the rectifier 

was adapted. 

As a result of large field inductance, filtering was not needed. Field connections subsystems are 

used to measure terminal voltages the field referred to synchronous machine model. A current source voltage 

which should go to the Vf of the generator is a block type input as shown in Figure 1, Figure 2, shows all 

details of electrical part of the excitation system. The parameters which the exciter system deals with all 

Synchronous generator are explain by Figure 2, Make the voltage of synchronous generator uniform,  

be accomplish by means of controlling the exciting Vf. (PI type) controller that has to do a comparison  

the measured potential i.e (positive sequence voltage) with 1 pu as a base was performed. To make  

the simulation speed more fast it can be using discretized (TS = 50 US). Figure 3. illustrates all simulation 

results, (a) The volage and current response exciter system (b) The final speed response based high 

performance design 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Synchronous generator and exciter system simulation 
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Figure 2. Detail of electrical part of the excitation system 
 

 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 3. Simulation results based in high performance, (a) The volage and current response exciter system 

(b) The final speed response based high performance design 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The mathematical model obtained by adopting the principle of obtaining the best performance for 

each component of the system can call simulation of the synchronous generator by analyzing all electrical 

units And the mechanic is just. Through this simulation to monitor the dynamic behavior of a synchronous 

generator with the excitation system in all working conditions and in all alfunctions. And characterized by 

the possibility of changing all elements that affect the behavior of the system in all its initial and final cases. 

When examining the results obtained, we find that the simulation of the transit part by operating the system 

was less than a second, and this confirms that all elements operate with high performance values. Therefore, 

it can be said that the components of the design of this system are calculated in a very simple, accurate and 

correct manner, therefore it can be used in quality control checks and areas of training and teaching in 

laboratories that support ability systems. 
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